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Abstract  

There is growing awareness that brain mechanical properties are important for neural 

development and health. Yet, published values of brain stiffness differ by orders of 

magnitude from ex vivo to in vivo, pointing to a general lack of understanding of the 

complex mechanical behavior of brain tissue. We here show that there is no fundamental 

disparity between ex vivo and in vivo data when considering large-scale properties of the 

entire brain. Using numerical simulations and novel real-time magnetic resonance 

elastography we investigated the viscoelastic dispersion of the human brain in, so far, 

unexplored dynamic ranges from intrinsic brain pulsations at 1Hz to externally induced 

harmonic vibrations at 40Hz. Surprisingly, we observed variations in brain stiffness over 

more than two orders of magnitude, suggesting that the in vivo human brain is 

superviscous on large scales with very low shear modulus of 42±13 Pa and relatively high 

viscosity of 6.6±0.3 Pa∙s according to the two-parameter solid model. Our data shed light 

on the crucial role of fluid compartments including blood vessels and cerebrospinal fluid 

(CSF) for whole brain properties and provide, for the first time, an explanation for the 

variability of the mechanical brain responses to manual palpation, local indentation, and 

high-dynamic tissue stimulation as used in elastography.  

Keywords: multifrequency MRE; intrinsic brain activation; low-frequency time-harmonic 

tissue stimulation; viscoelasticity; stiffness dispersion 
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Introduction 

The in-vivo mechanical properties of the brain are increasingly recognized as being tightly 

linked to neuronal development1 and aging2,3, myelination4, functional activation5,6, 

memory performance7,8, body-mass index 9, and cerebrovascular perfusion 10,11 as well 

as pathophysiological processes including brain tumor progression12-16, 

neuroinflammation17-19, and neuronal dementia20-23.  

Elasticity, stiffness, and rigidity are synonymously used to refer to the major output 

parameter of clinical elastography, which is directly linked to the lengths of shear waves24. 

Shear oscillation rheometry or indentation techniques have been used as ground-truth in 

brain tissue for decades25. Interestingly, stiffness values can vary by orders of magnitude 

across testing modes (e.g., stretching vs. compression vs. shear26,27), models (e.g., 

linear vs. nonlinear, isotropic vs anisotropic28-31), dynamic ranges (e.g., static vs. high-

dynamic32,33), tissue regions (e.g., full brain or white matter vs. cortical tissue or deep-

gray matter34,35), specimens (e.g., human vs. mouse brain36,37), or viability status (e.g., 

in vivo vs. in situ, post mortem, or ex vivo38,39) as reported before25,40.  

It is a peculiarity of mechanical testing of soft biological tissues, in particular the brain, 

that there is an obvious discrepancy between local mechanical tests utilizing quasi-static 

deformations (on the order of 400 to 600 Pa41), in vivo properties measured by magnetic 

resonance elastography (MRE) (1000 to 3500 Pa for the human brain37, 10,000 to 20,000 

Pa for the mouse brain36), and reports of fresh ex vivo brains that have a very low flexural 

modulus38 confirmed by our whole brain stiffness measurement that led to a value of 100 

Pa (see Figure 1). In the literature, investigators typically attribute these differences to 

methodological differences, implying that brain tissue in itself cannot exhibit such a wide 

dispersion of stiffness values. Such hypothetical ‘superviscous’ behavior of brain tissue 

has never been observed experimentally in vivo. For brain tissue in general there are a 

number of possible reasons: first, most test methods cannot address low and high 

dynamic stimulations with the same precision25. Second, many ex vivo methods are local, 

i.e., they test smaller (solid) tissue regions and ignore effects of fluid compartments 

although they are potentially important for the viscous properties42. Finally, only MRE can 
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measure stiffness of bulky tissue such as the brain at different frequencies in vivo and 

without tissue destruction or invasive procedures to the skull24. However, MRE typically 

exploits a mechanical frequency range of 30 to 100Hz43 leaving a significant gap of 

values to quasi-static ex vivo methods.  

In fact, viscoelastic tissue properties measured at ultra-low stimulation frequencies below 

20 Hz are widely unexplored in vivo29,44. The reason is related to long wavelengths 

exceeding the size of the brain and causing instabilities in inverse problem solutions. 

Nevertheless, we hypothesize that measurement of large-scale brain properties is 

possible even at ultra-low excitation frequencies of 5 Hz when analyzing global 

wavelengths across full hemispheres including all interfaces, heterogeneities, vessels, 

and fluid compartments. Exploiting intrinsic actuation by arterial pulsation as proposed by 

Weaver et al. might additionally open a window into 1 Hz (harmonic) frequency MRE45,46.  

Combining intrinsic actuation with ultralow-frequency MRE requires a new way of 

displacement sampling, preferably in real time. Therefore, we here use novel steady-state 

MRE with spiral readout and stroboscopic undersampling of harmonic vibrations 

(ssMRE)47. Furthermore, we developed single-shot ssMRE to capture endogenous shear 

wave components in real time without synchronization to the cerebral pulse wave.  

Uniquely, the combination of intrinsic and extrinsic ssMRE allows us to quantify in vivo 

human brain stiffness across more than 5 octaves of frequencies from 1 to 40Hz in order 

to bridge, for the first time, two distinct ranges of brain stiffness: (i) supersoft properties 

as illustrated in Figure 1 and observed by Budday et al.41 using quasi-static tests in fresh 

post mortem human brain and (ii) the stiffness range encountered in clinical brain 

examinations using in vivo MRE. Collectively, we aim at establishing ground-truth values 

of in vivo brain stiffness at ultra-low dynamic deformations as relevant for ex vivo tests, 

surgical interventions, modeling48, biomaterial engineering49,50 and potentially as a new 

cerebral MRE technique. 

Finally, the range of shear moduli presented in this paper went beyond that reported in 

the literature (though only at frequencies currently unexplored). We performed an ex vivo 

calf brain experiment and measured the shear modulus via inverse finite element 
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techniques. These results lend credibility to our reported low frequency shear moduli 

range. 

Figure 1: Brain tissue is super soft, as simple bending experiments on fresh calf brain 

show. a) Representative example of fresh brain hanging over an edge and bent by gravity. 

b) Gravity induced deformation can be visualized by MRI for later quantitative analysis. 

c) FEM simulations with different shear moduli to reproduce the brain deformation in a 

sagittal view. 

 

Methods 

Subjects  

In vivo MRE was performed in 14 healthy volunteers without a history of neurological 

diseases (3 females, mean age ± SD: 30 ± 5 years, age range: 24 to 44 years). The study 

was approved by the ethics committee of Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin in 
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accordance with the Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects 

of the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Every participant gave written 

informed consent.  

 

Ex vivo calf brain experiment 

The ex vivo experiment was performed on a fresh brain from a 22 weeks old calf obtained 

from a local butcher. The brain was transported in a 0.9% saline solution in a cooling box 

at approximately 4°C to prevent dehydration and tissue degeneration. The brain was 

photographed to portray the setup in the scanner and then placed in a 3T MRI scanner 

(Siemens Lumina, Erlangen, Germany).  A three‐dimensional magnetization‐prepared 

rapid gradient‐echo imaging (3D MP RAGE) with 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 voxel size was used to 

measure the brain in two different states (Figure 1b.). First, an undeformed state was 

examined for an anatomical reference image. Afterwards the brain was fixed on a holder 

in such a way that it would naturally bend under gravitation over the edge perpendicular 

to its longitudinal axis (anterior-posterior) as depicted in Figure 1a. These two anatomical 

scans were used for further FEM simulations as explained below.  

 

FEM simulations 

To estimate the stiffness of the calf brain, a finite element model of the brain was 

constructed in ABAQUS FE software (ABAQUS 2019, Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 

Providence, RI, USA) to best match the brain configuration when subject to gravity 

loading as described in the ex-vixo calf brain experimental set up. The brain model 

consisted of two parts; homogenous brain tissue representing combined stiffness of white 

and grey matter, and the pia mater, a stiff membrane surrounding this tissue. A slice of 

the brain was modelled under plane strain conditions through the thickest part of the brain. 

Idealizing the brain slice as a rectangle, the slice geometry was based on the water bath 

rest geometry with a height of 3.5 cm and length of 11.5 cm (see Figure 1b) while the 

brain’s top and end curvature was ignored. Given the water content of the brain, the 

elements of the brain tissue were considered incompressible and meshed with 6,962 

C3D8H elements consisting of 10,800 nodes. The pia mater membrane was modelled 

with M3D4 membrane elements surrounding the outer brain tissue elements with a 
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thickness of 15µm51,52. Boundary conditions were set to encaster the nodes on the 

bottom of the slice which touched the support as no sliding was observed. To ensure 

plane strain, the walls of the slice were set with a fixed-in-plane condition. The mechanical 

properties of the brain tissue were modelled as a hyperelastic Neo-Hookean material with 

unknown stiffness. The pia mater was also considered as a Neo-Hookean material with 

a hyperelastic constant 𝐶10 of 858.33 kPa based on a Young’s modulus value of 5.15 

MPa which is an average value of the pia mater51,53. It is not worthy that hyperelasticity 

consideration for both tissues allow accounting for both intrinsic and geometric 

nonlinearities anticipated to be encountered in the experiment. To capture the bending of 

the brain tissue under gravity, the slice was loaded with its own weight; tissue density was 

assigned as 1081 kg/m3 and gravity set to 9.806 m/s254.  

Given the complexity of modelling soft tissue where self folding is a common occurrence 

leading to convergence issues; the slice was constrained to bend about a pre-set radius 

of 0.75 cm at a 7 cm bending location measured from the imaging session. A rigid contact 

wall was installed to keep any part of the tissue from bending beyond the turning point, 

but still allowed the tissue to fall with no friction.  

To estimate the initial shear modulus, µ, of the brain tissue which is equal to 2𝐶10, two 

criteria of the bending model had to be met according to experimental observations. First, 

the material must bend under its own weight to 90, and second, the material must extend 

to 4.5 cm based on the image data. The model was run with variable initial shear modulus 

values starting from 1500 Pa with step increments of 50 Pa, down to 50 Pa until both 

conditions were met.  

 

Phantom  

Before the in vivo study, phantom tests were performed in heparin-sodium gel (180 000 

IU per 100 g, Ratiopharm, Ulm, Germany) to validate fitting of complex exponential 

functions to 1D wave propagation profiles as explained below. The gel mainly consists of 

Carbomer 980 (polyacrylic acid), trometamol (TRIS), glycerol hydroxystearate, propylene 

glycol, and isopropanol with the eponymous active agent only accounting for less than 1 
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% of the gel volume. MRE experiments were performed using the acquisition protocol of 

in vivo ssMRE.  

 

Oscillatory shear rheometry 

A shear rheometer (MCR301, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) was used to measure a 

cylindrical sample from the same heparin gel as used in the MRE experiments. The 

sample had a diameter of 50 mm with a fixed plate-to-plate gap of 1 mm. The linear range 

of viscoelasticity over strain amplitude was determined with amplitude sweeps at vibration 

frequencies of 5 Hz and 40 Hz. Linear behavior of the material was still observed at 3 % 

strain amplitude of both frequencies so that we chose this value for measuring complex 

shear modulus |G*| at ten frequencies from 5 Hz to 40 Hz. The experiments were repeated 

12 times to obtain margins of measurement variability. Sample temperature was kept 

constant at 22 °C.  

 

ssMRE experimental setup  

All experiments were performed in a 1.5T MRI scanner (Siemens Magnetom Sonata, 

Erlangen, Germany). Three scans were consecutively acquired in each volunteer: 

(I) endogenously activated cerebral ssMRE without external wave stimulation; 

(II) ultra-low frequency time-harmonic ssMRE with external wave stimulation at 

frequencies 5, 6.25, 7.8125, and 10 Hz frequencies; 

(III) ssMRE with externally induced waves in a conventional higher frequency range 

of 20, 31.25, and 40 Hz.  

 (II) and (III) were also performed in the phantom. External harmonic vibrations were 

introduced by pressurized air drivers as described elsewhere47. The vibrations were 

induced with a forerun of 2 s before MRE data acquisition was started in order to establish 

a steady state of time-harmonic oscillations throughout the phantom or brain. The wave 

generator was synchronized with the MRI clock to avoid any latency between MRE data 

acquisition and wave generation55. The output frequencies were automatically switched 
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by a ‘smart trigger’ as explained in56. Given the nonlinear motion characteristics of the 

actuators at low vibration frequencies, a certain amount of acoustic wave energy was 

transmitted into the brain through higher harmonics of the fundamental driving frequency. 

Therefore, we could analyze the second harmonic (12.5 Hz) of 6.25 Hz, the second 

(15.625 Hz) and third (23.4375 Hz) harmonics of 7.8125 Hz, and the third harmonic (30 

Hz) of 10 Hz, while we did not use other higher harmonics due to either low amplitudes 

or redundant frequencies.  

 

ssMRE sequence 

The principle of stroboscopic undersampling of harmonic vibrations was implemented in 

a steady-state gradient-echo MRE sequence with spiral readout as detailed in. 

Synchronized stroboscopic wave sampling (ssMRE47) allows higher frame-rates than 

what would be possible with serial imaging, when the Nyquist  sampling limit is determined 

by the frame rate of the MRE sequence47.  

For (I), intrinsic activation ssMRE, a single-shot version of ssMRE was employed to 

acquire a sequence of 334 2D single-slice, spiral k-spaces with a sampling rate of 16.7 

Hz over a total of 20.04 s similar to the method described in57. The sequence was started 

using a cardiac trigger to ensure acquisition of identical phases of wave components 

relative to the cerebral arterial systole. All three components of the wave field were 

consecutively acquired (see Figure 2). Further sequence parameters were: repetition time 

(TR) = 60 ms, echo time (TE) = 19.9 ms, motion-encoding gradient amplitude (MEG) = 

30 mT/m (zero-moment nulling), field of view (FoV) = 220 x 220 mm2, 1.7 × 1.7 × 5 mm3 

voxel size, total scan time = 126 s. 

For (II), ultra-low frequency ssMRE, the same sequence as in (I) was used but with 

segmentation of each k-space into nine spiral trajectories to reach higher resolution. 

Therefore, each k-space trajectory was sampled 222 times at a sampling rate of 22.2 Hz 

over 9.99 s, followed by sampling of the trajectories of the next k-space. Again, all three 

components of the wave field were consecutively acquired. Four such full ssMRE 

experiments were run at distinct vibration frequencies of 5, 6.25, 7.8125, and 10 Hz. 
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Further sequence parameters were: TR = 45 ms, TE = 20 ms, MEG = 30 mT/m (zero-

moment nulling), FoV = 220 x 220 mm2, 1.1 × 1.1 × 5 mm3 voxel size, total scan time = 

276 s. 

For (III), conventional-frequency ssMRE at 20, 31.25, and 40 Hz vibration frequency, the 

same protocol as in (II) was used but with TR = 40 ms and TE = 20 ms, resulting in a 

frame rate of 25 Hz and scan time of 8.88 s for each wave field component. Total scan 

time for (III) was 126 s.  

Data were acquired in a single transverse image slice at the level of the basal nuclei along 

the largest diameter of the lateral ventricles in the sagittal plane. 

Figure 2: Echo timing diagram. Steady-state gradient echo timing diagram with spiral 

readout trajectory for intrinsic activation MRE (single shot).  

 

Data analysis by wave profile fits 

Reference shear wave speed (SWS) values (in m/s) were derived based on manually 

drawn 1D profiles perpendicular to the main direction of wave propagation for all 

frequencies. Externally induced shear waves cross the brain from multiple directions, 
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predominantly along the left-to-right axis when the waves are polarized in the anterior-

posterior direction. Henceforth, we picked profiles of this component along the left-to-right 

axis in both hemispheres to analyze wavenumbers by 1D least-square fitting. The fitting 

model comprised two damped plane waves propagating into opposed directions with 

identical complex wave numbers 𝑘 = 𝑘′ + 𝑖𝑘′′, but different amplitudes 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 and 

initial phases 𝜑1 and 𝜑2: 

                                                        𝑢(𝑥) =  𝐴1 ∙ 𝑒+𝑖(𝑘𝑥+𝜑1) + 𝐴2 ∙ 𝑒−𝑖(𝑘𝑥+𝜑2)                                      (1) 

A simplified model function comprises only a single propagating wave as given by: 

                                                        𝑢(𝑥) =  𝐴1 ∙ 𝑒+𝑖(𝑘𝑥+𝜑1)                                                                       (2) 

Fitting of complex 1D wave profiles was performed in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

MA, USA, Release 2019b) using the function fminsearch with equations (1) or (2) as 

model functions and  𝑘, 𝐴1, 𝐴2 and 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 as input variables. 

Equation (2) is a uni-directional plane wave. Fitting MRE data with this model requires 

that the MRE wave field has also been decomposed into uni-directional waves. This is 

typically done by directional filtering in the Fourier domain However, Fourier 

transformation introduces spurious signals due to the limited size of the field of view 

(Gibbs ringing). At very low wavenumbers such ringing of k-space signals can cross the 

origin of k-space leading to portions of wave signal, which has, spuriously, opposite 

directionality. Consequently, very low positive (or negative) wavenumbers can leak into 

negative (or positive) spatial frequencies making directional filtering prone to bias. Figure 

3 illustrates this bias by simulations showing that wavelengths are increasingly 

underestimated when input wavenumbers become too low. 

Equation (1) offers a solution to this bias by taking into account that waves can travel bi-

directionally along a profile. Thus, a directional filter is not needed here leaving 

wavenumbers widely unaffected and resulting in more stable values. Figure 3 shows that 

bias due to equation (1) is much lower than bias due to equation (2), latter combined with 

directional filters as shown in Figure 3.  
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This strategy was validated by numerical simulations and phantom experiments. Of note, 

in vivo data acquired by intrinsic activation display a wave that emanates from the circle 

of Willis and, thus, is single-sourced. Nevertheless, also here we used equation (1) for 

fitting instead of the bi-directional wave model of equation (2) since numerical simulations 

indicated that equation (1) also matches unidirectional waves. Finally the profile-based 

wavenumbers were converted to SWS values.  

 

Model fitting 

The SWS dispersion curves obtained for the phantom and in vivo data were fitted using 

Kelvin-Voigt, Maxwell, spring-pot, and viscous models to identify the corresponding model 

parameters. The model functions of the complex shear modulus G* = G’ + i*G’’ are 

presented in Table 1. The complex shear modulus can be converted into SWS on the 

basis of absolute value |G*| and phase angle φ or storage modulus G’ and loss modulus 

G’’ by: 

                                                        𝑆𝑊𝑆 =  √
2 ∙ |𝐺∗|

𝜌 ∙ (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑))
                                                             (3) 

or 

                                                       𝑆𝑊𝑆 =  √
2 ∙ (𝐺′2 + 𝐺′′2)

𝜌 ∙ (𝐺′ + √𝐺′2 + 𝐺′′2)
.                                                (4)  

ρ denotes tissue density and was set to 1 kg/m3. A least-squares algorithm was used to 

estimate the model parameters expected to minimize the deviations of the theoretical 

curve from the experimental curve including the standard deviation of each measurement 

point as a weighting factor58. The standard errors of the measured parameters were 

calculated including partial derivatives of the fitted curve with the propagation of errors 

and the standard deviations of the measurement points included.  
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Statistical tests 

Nine healthy volunteers were investigated a second time to assess the repeatability of in 

vivo ssMRE. This was analyzed by (i) coefficient of repeatability (CR)59, as well as (ii) 

relative absolute difference (RADi) between corresponding measurements for each 

subject j from a total of n subjects. These parameters are defined by: 

                                                       𝐶𝑅  = 1.96 ∙ √∑
(𝑐1,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝑐2,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ )

2

𝑛

𝑛

𝑗=1
                                                 (5) 

                                                       𝑅𝐴𝐷𝑖 =  
2 ∙ |𝑐1,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝑐2,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ |

(𝑐1,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ + 𝑐2,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ )
                                                                      (6) 

𝑐1,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝑐2,𝑗̅̅ ̅̅  represent SWS values derived from profile-fits of subject j for measurements 

1 and 2. 

 

Results 

FEM simulations 

Figure 1 illustrates the low flexural modulus of brain tissue at large scales. It is well visible 

that brain tissue, which is statically deformed by gravity, cannot hold its own weight. The 

simulations overlaid with brain MRI indicate a bending shear modulus on the order of 100 

Pa. Measurement of a similar mechanical response, but in vivo, requires MRE to be 

combined with ultra-low vibration frequencies – far below the standard range of excitation 

frequencies. To determine the limits of large-scale wavelength analysis, numerical 

simulations are presented in the following. 

 

Validation of large-scale wavelength analysis by numerical simulations  

Representative 1D scenarios demonstrating the effect of directional filtering in the Fourier 

domain at high (360/m) and low (26/m) wave numbers (50 sample points, added 
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Gaussian noise, σ=0.03) are presented in Figure 3. The presence of artifacts caused by 

suppression of residuals of the wanted (positive) signal within the negative half of k-space 

(Figure 3c) is indicated by deformed waves (Figure 3a and 3b). The affected curvature of 

the waves results in underestimated wave numbers when fitting is performed by equation 

(1). Figure 3d shows a systematic bias of less than approximately 1.2 wavelengths are 

covered by the profile as input data.  

Figure 3: Numerical simulation demonstrating the impact of directional filtering, i.e. 

suppression of negative frequencies, on 1D complex waves with different wavelengths. 

a) Real and b) imaginary parts of the complex waves before and after applying directional 

filters. Deformed waves (arrows) are due to suppression of all negative k-space 

frequencies. c) Ringing-related spectral amplitudes in the negative Fourier domain of both 

unfiltered waves are typically suppressed when directional filters are applied yielding the 

bias in the wave curvature shown in (a) and (b). d) Numerical simulation of 1D complex 

wave fit after directional filter and recovery of wavelength for different input wavelengths. 

 

Figure 4 presents the errors expected for two different scenarios, 1D uni- and bidirectional 

waves, each fitted according to equation (1) or equation (2). The reference wavelength 

was normalized to 1 with added Gaussian noise σ=0.01. Interestingly, results varied little 
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with noise but changed significantly when initial phases (𝜑1 and 𝜑2) were cycled from 0 

to 2π. Hence, the error bars, indicating standard deviations of repeated simulations, 

mainly reflect variability due to 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 phase variations. It is well visible that, for 

unidirectional input waves, the corresponding unidirectional wave fit according to equation 

(1) yields more reliable estimates at low wavelengths (10% error at 0.14 wavelengths) 

than the bidirectional wave fit of equation (2) (10% error at 0.25 wavelengths).  

Figure 4: Numerical simulation of different models for the fitting routine when smaller 

fractions of a total wavelength are used as input data. Two scenarios are shown: bi-

directional and unidirectional waves propagating along 1D profiles according to equations 

(1) and (2), respectively. Standard deviations indicate the variation obtained from 

repeated simulations with changing initial phases of the waves.  
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However, analyzing bidirectional waves, equation (1) entirely fails at less than a full 

wavelength while equation (2) still provides acceptable results (10% error at 0.25 

wavelengths). This analysis indicates that wave profiles of 4.5cm length permit analysis 

of extrinsic (bidirectional) waves of approximately 18cm length using equation (2) and 

intrinsic (unidirectional) waves of 32cm length using equation (1) with error margins of 

less than 10%. 

  

Validation of large-scale wavelength analysis by phantom experiments  

Figure 5 shows SWS dispersion over frequency in a heparin phantom measured with 

shear rheometry in comparison to the fit of 1D profiles by equation (2) along the main 

propagation direction. As with in vivo data acquisition in the brain, SWS was recovered 

from the fundamental frequency and its higher harmonics. Viscoelastic model fitting to 

profile-based SWS data revealed that the spring-pot model better reproduced SWS 

dispersion in heparin phantoms than the other two-parameter models, in agreement with 

the results in60. Other than later shown in the brain, the viscous model did not match the 

experimental data and was thus omitted from the figure.   

 

In vivo large-scale wavelength analysis  

Evaluation of intrinsic MRE is presented in Figure 6. Wave images in a volunteer are 

displayed in Figure 6a. Snapshots of all three wave-field components are shown along 

with their frequency spectra obtained from temporal Fourier transformation over 334 wave 

images. The spectra in Figure 6b were extracted at the level of the circle of Willis, from 

which the intrinsically activated pulse wave emanates with a major deflection component 

in the head-feet direction61. Due to the nonlinear nature of cerebral arterial pulsation, 

intrinsic MRE spectra reveal the presence of higher harmonics of the subject’s heart rate. 

Furthermore, multiple peaks around 4Hz are visible, which are probably caused by 

aliased system vibrations of the MRI scanner. In the case shown, wave images were 

taken from the 24th bin of the spectrum corresponding to 1.2Hz fundamental frequency 

of arterial pulsation. Thus, the waves, which we later analyzed by 1D profile fitting 
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represent 1.2Hz harmonic motion despite the nonharmonic nature of pulsation-induced 

brain motion. For illustration, an estimate of pulse wave speed is shown in Figure 6c by 

manually delineating the gradient of the wave phase in x-t space.  

Figure 5: SWS of heparin gel phantom for different vibration frequencies (5-40 Hz). SWS 

was quantified by ssMRE and 1D profile-based fits using bi-directional plane waves as 

model function, equation (1). Ground-truth values were taken from shear oscillation 

rheometry. In addition, different rheological models are fitted to the profile-based ssMRE 

data. 

 

Evaluation of external actuation ssMRE is presented in Figure 7. Wave images in a single 

volunteer over the range from intrinsic activation to 40Hz are presented in Figure 7a. For 

intrinsic MRE, the harmonic wave field component at approximately 1.2Hz in head-feet 

direction is shown whereas the other wave fields display the anterior-posterior encoding 

direction. Figure 7b presents plots of 1D complex wave profiles from the location indicated 

by the green arrow above. Shorter wavelengths with higher frequencies are well visible.   
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Figure 6: Analysis of intrinsically activated MRE. Shown are a) representative deflections 

of wave images for the three encoding components (, ,  denote deflections 

through-plane [head-to-feet], left-right, and up-down [anterior-posterior], respectively) and 

b) Fourier spectrum of measured time series in the central region around major blood 

vessels in the circle of Willis for three deflection components. c) Space-time plot of 

propagating pulse wave with manual slope estimation for the SWS. 

 

Averaged SWS values over frequency are plotted in Figure 8 and compiled in Table 2. 

For comparison, values reported by37 for in vivo brain studies at 15, 30, and 45Hz are 

shown, which were derived by three-frequency direct inversion and converted to SWS by 

equation (3). Similarly, values obtained by44 for frequencies of 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 

50Hz are shown. Testu et al.44 applied advanced nonlinear inversion at single 

frequencies to a subset of data from Dittmann et al.37 to obtain storage and loss moduli 

G’ and G’’, which were then converted to SWS by equation (4).  
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Figure 7: Analysis of ssMRE data. a) Representative wave fields with polarization in 

head-feet direction (first image) and anterior-posterior direction (rest of the images) for IA 

(intrinsic activation) and all driving frequencies (5-40 Hz). b) 1D fit (dotted lines) of bi-

directional waves according to equation (1) to real (blue) and imaginary (red) parts of the 

complex wave profile taken from a position as demarcated by the arrow in the 5-Hz image 

of (a). The phase is indicated by the black lines and the phase fit by a black dotted line. 

 

Fitting of rheological models to profile-based results revealed that Maxwell and spring-

pot models collapsed to the pure-fluid (viscous) model. Accordingly, shear modulus μ 

could not be determined for the Maxwell and spring-pot model could not be determined, 

while η was 6.23±0.22Pa∙s based on the viscous model (see Table 1). The super viscous 

nature of brain tissue was reflected by very low μ and relatively high η values using the 

standard two-parameter solid model (Kelvin-Voigt model, μ=42±13Pa, η=6.57±0.30Pa∙s).  

 

Reproducibility 

We analyzed reproducibility of ssMRE at, so far, unexplored frequencies of 5 and 10Hz. 

Coefficient of reproducibility 𝐶𝑅 was 0.07m/s at 5Hz and 0.06m/s at 10Hz with mean 

values of 0.52±0.06 m/s and 0.79±0.03 m/s, respectively. Relative absolute difference, 

𝑅𝐴𝐷𝑖  , was 6.6%(mean) and 8.9%(maximum) for 5Hz and 2.8%(mean) and 

7.8%(maximum) for 10Hz.  
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Figure 8: Dispersion curve of SWS in the human brain obtained by profile-based fitting 

routine for every frequency from manually depicted lines including intrinsic activation 

ssMRE. For comparison, values of Dittmann et al. 37 and Testu et al. 44 are shown. Two 

rheological models, the viscous model and the Kelvin-Voigt model (see Table 1), were 

fitted to the SWS data obtained by 1D profile fitting.  

 

 

Table 1: Fit parameters (uncertainties given in brackets) of rheological models with 

corresponding model equations used to analyze the SWS dispersion curve obtained by 

profile-based ssMRE in human brain and in a heparin gel phantom.  
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Table 2: SWS (standard deviation given in brackets) measured by in vivo ssMRE in the 

brains of 14 healthy volunteers with profile-based estimation of SWS values. 

 

Discussion  

To our knowledge, this is the first study of in vivo MRE of the human brain investigating 

a wide frequency range from intrinsic pulsation at heart rate to 40Hz external stimulation. 

Combining wave profile analysis for extrinsic and intrinsic MRE allowed us to measure 

the continuous increase in SWS of in vivo brain from 0.1 to 1.9m/s. None of the two 

methods alone, intrinsic or extrinsic MRE, could have revealed the superviscous behavior 

of brain tissue, which is characterized by a large dispersion of stiffness values from 10 Pa 

to 3.6kPa over more than two orders of magnitude. 

Our results show good reproducibility of ssMRE values for 5 and 10Hz, which are both 

outside the range that has been explored in vivo so far. Previous work on in vivo wideband 

MRE of the human brain has demonstrated the technical feasibility of using 10Hz as drive 

frequency in MRE while data consistency at that specific frequency was lower than at 

higher frequencies37,44. McGarry et al. studied viscoelastic and poroelastic models at 

50Hz and 1Hz brain simulation and demonstrated that mechanical property estimation 

using viscoelastic inversion performed poorly at low frequencies29. Viscoelastic inversion 

techniques at 1Hz have issues with non-unique solutions due to the small wave curvature 

relative to noise62,63. This is probably the reason why our results are different from results 

obtained with intrinsic activation MRE of the brain45 at 1Hz, which are on the order of 

8.1kPa for linear viscoelastic reconstruction and 2.4kPa for poroelastic reconstruction. 

This is clearly higher than expected from studies of fresh ex vivo human brain specimens 

reported by Budday et al. who proposed the term supersoft properties or as illustrated by 

our analysis illustrated in Figure 1. The speed of the propagating shear wave emanating 

from larger arteries in the circle of Willis can be visually noted in the x-t plots as shown in 
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Figure 6a and provided as three separate animations in the supplementary material. The 

slope of the propagating wave clearly indicates a wave speed of approximately 0.18m/s, 

corresponding to 32Pa modulus according to the elastic model. Of note, possible 

misplacement of image plane and wave profile relative to the direction of wave 

propagation would have caused an overestimation of that SWS value, which further 

demonstrates the extremely soft properties of the human brain at this low dynamic 

stimulation frequency64. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that our model for fitting 

propagating waves incorporates an offset term which separates compression waves from 

the desired shear wave.  

As analyzed in previous work, compression waves induced by cerebral arterial pulsation 

traverse the brain too fast to be tracked within an x-t space47. By contrast, arterial 

pulsation induces a shear wave with a speed that depends on the distensibility of the 

vessel walls. The pulsation-driven shear wave is strongly decelerated from 0.4m/s (in 

proximal segments of the middle cerebral artery65) to very small values of 0.3mm/s in the 

neocortical capillaries of the mouse brain66. In white matter, the shear wave speed 

induced by pulsation of perforating arteries has been reported to be 0.5–1.0cm/s65. The 

value of 0.14m/s we found seems to average pulsation velocities across the full range of 

arterial diameters present in the brain, thus providing a measure of the effective medium 

properties of the brain including solid tissue and fluid compartments on large scales.   

It is an intriguing result of our study that SWS measured with intrinsic pulsation is 

consistent with data obtained by extrinsic actuation when we consider the superviscous 

behavior of the brain. Our viscosity of η = 6.6±0.3Pa∙s is markedly larger than previously 

reported in the narrower frequency band of 25 to 62.5Hz based on the same Kelvin-Voigt 

model (2.1±0.4Pa∙s) but agrees with the assumption of fluid-like brain properties by 

Bilston and colleagues26. The observed superviscous behavior of in vivo brain might be 

explained by an abundance of fluid-filled vessels and pores45,61,67,68. Although the order 

of our very low shear modulus points towards reported values of supersoft properties, we 

attribute remaining differences to mixed effects of vascular distensibility, interstitial fluid 

motion, and post mortem stiffening69,70 on the effective-medium viscoelastic properties 

at large scales68,71. The concert of multiscale fluid-solid interactions in brain tissue could 
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make in vivo ssMRE at ultra-low drive frequencies especially attractive as a guidance for 

biomaterial engineering and as a clinical imaging marker of neurovascular diseases such 

as neurovascular dementia, cerebral pseudotumor, or hydrocephalus.  

Although encouraging, our study is limited by one-dimensional analysis of large-scale 

wavelengths. The accepted method for suppression of compression waves is to apply a 

finite-difference curl operator despite well-known issues with noise amplification in the 

low-frequency range and discretization artifacts at lower spatial support72. For these 

reasons, we chose to analyze our data by wave fits which are unaffected by limitations of 

discretization models intrinsic to finite difference operators or finite element schemes24. 

Single-order finite difference operators as used in phase gradient-based inversions73 

have been proven relatively stable against noise and discretization72. A 2D-extension of 

our analysis is presented in the supplementary material giving similar results of 

superviscous brain properties. Furthermore, shear waves in the brain are directional, 

heterogeneous, nonlinear, dispersive, and time-dependent due to the anisotropic, 

heterogeneous, nonlinear, and time-varying nature of the pulsating brain24,30. No 

currently available technique can address all of these challenges at the same time. The 

proposed ssMRE techniques and large-scale analysis selectively addressed pulsation, 

dispersion, and viscoelastic model identification to provide the data that could guide future 

developments in 3D-MRE-based mapping of viscoelastic parameters of the brain in the 

ultra-low frequency range. 

  

In summary, we have introduced ssMRE for quantifying SWS of in vivo human brain over 

a large frequency range from heart rate to an external driving frequency of 40Hz. The 

validity of measurement, postprocessing, and viscoelastic model fitting was demonstrated 

by numerical simulations and phantom data. Viscoelastic model fitting revealed brain 

tissue in the ultra-low frequency range to be dominated by superviscous properties with 

very low shear modulus of 42±13Pa and relatively high viscosity of 6.6±0.3 Pa∙s. Our data 

explain why quasi-static measurement of brain mechanical parameters differed by orders 

of magnitude from in vivo MRE and shed light on the crucial role of fluid compartments 

including blood vessels and cerebrospinal fluid for whole brain properties. In vivo MRE at 
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ultra-low frequencies has great potential as a diagnostic modality sensitive to changes 

associated with vascular neurological disorders and helps to model in vivo brain tissue 

biomaterial.  
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We here present a complementary data analysis that uses a 2D mapping inversion 

technique to arrive at values similar to those described in the main manuscript. We 

consider 1D-wave profile fitting as a ground-truth method for the reasons described in the 

main manuscript. Nevertheless, the possibility to obtain meaningful parameter maps 

without manual profile selection would facilitate low-frequency MRE in future clinical 

applications.  
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Data analysis by 2D SWS inversion 

As described in the main manuscript, ground truth shear wave speed (SWS) was 

determined by profile fitting and reproduced by SWS mapping based on frequency-

adaptive multi-component wave-number inversion1. The denoising parameters prior to 

inversion were calibrated in such a way that the results would reproduce estimates of 

SWS in the heparin phantom shown in Figure 5 in the main document. Averaged SWS 

values over frequency were added to the previously shown phantom data and plotted in 

supplementary Figure 1. The procedure of SWS mapping at low frequencies and the 

obtained results are presented in the following chapters. 

 

Supplementary Figure 1: SWS in heparin gel phantom for different vibration frequencies (5-40 Hz). SWS was 

quantified by ssMRE and 1D profile-based fits using bidirectional plane waves as model function, as well as mapping 

by k-MDEV inversion. Ground truth values were determined by shear oscillation rheometry. In addition, different 

rheological models were fitted to the profile-based ssMRE data. 

 

Methods 

For automatic data processing and parameter reconstruction single-gradient 

wavenumber recovery was applied to avoid noise amplification of the Laplacian which is 

invoked by direct inversion techniques2,3. The principle of wavenumber (k-) based multi-

component, elasto-visco (k-MDEV) inversion is outlined in 1. k-MDEV generates maps of 
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SWS, which is related to tissue stiffness. This method was adapted to the brain by the 

following steps: 

(i) Similar to 1, the complex MRI signal was smoothed before phase unwrapping; 

however, instead of Gaussian denoising, a low-pass Butterworth filter of order 3 with an 

upper threshold of 230/m was applied.  

(ii) 2D Laplacian-based phase unwrapping as described in 4 was used and combined with 

temporal Fourier transformation to extract the complex-valued wave field of a single 

harmonic frequency. For intrinsic activation ssMRE, the frequency bin corresponding to 

the heart rate of the volunteer (approximately 1Hz) was selected.  

(iii) Since unavoidable for SWS mapping, directional filtering was applied as explained in 

1. However, here we replaced the high-pass filter with a Butterworth filter of order 3 and 

adaptive threshold values empirically determined by phantom experiments according to 

the excitation frequency in order to eliminate unwanted signal at low wave numbers. To 

this end, a function of the lower filter bound was derived to compute the lower threshold 

of the high-pass Butterworth filter for a given frequency in the range between 6.25 and 20 

Hz (supplementary Figure 2). For frequencies below or above that range, threshold 

values were used corresponding to 6.25Hz or 20Hz.   

SWS was quantified by averaging values over regions of interest (ROIs) which were 

manually drawn for whole brain parenchyma excluding ventricles using anatomical T2-

weighted MRE magnitude images as depicted in the image slice.  

Nine healthy volunteers were investigated a second time to assess the repeatability of in 

vivo ssMRE at 5Hz and 10Hz vibration frequency. This was analyzed by intraclass 

correlation coefficient (ICC) accounting for two-way mixed effects. 

                                                       𝐼𝐶𝐶 =
𝑀𝑆𝑆 − 𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝑀𝑆𝑆 + 𝑀𝑆𝐸
                                                                              (1) 

MSS denotes the mean squares between subjects and MSE is the residual mean squares.  
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Supplementary Figure 2: Continuous threshold function for the low-pass Butterworth filter threshold versus frequency. 

Thresholds for frequencies below 6.25 Hz or above 20 Hz are identical to those of these respective frequencies. 

 

Results 

Supplementary Figure 3 shows the series of SWS maps of ssMRE for one volunteer. The 

strong dispersion of SWS values from 5 to 40 Hz is indicated by the increasing intensity 

in SWS maps and larger ranges of the grayscale bars at higher frequencies. Lower 

frequencies suffer from pronounced noise in the elastogram.  

Averaged SWS values over frequency are added to the previously shown data and plotted 

in supplementary Figure 4. Both, profile-based SWS recovery and k-MDEV inversion fall 

in the same range of values with similar dispersion functions over frequency. Dispersion 

curve of SWS in the human brain obtained using a profile-based fitting routine and k-

MDEV inversion for every frequency including intrinsic activation ssMRE. For comparison, 

values reported by Dittmann et al.4 and Testu et al.5 are shown. Two rheological models, 

the viscous model and the Kelvin-Voigt model (see Table 1), were fitted to the SWS data 

obtained by 1D profile fitting. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: SWS maps generated by 2D k-MDEV inversion. Order from top left: Intrinsically activated 

MRE, 5 Hz, 6.25 Hz, 7.8125 Hz, 10 Hz, 12.5 Hz, 15.625 Hz, 20 Hz, 30 Hz, 40 Hz. A ROI covering the brain parenchyma 

without ventricles for spatial averaging values is shown in the first image. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 4: Dispersion curve of SWS in the human brain obtained using a profile-based fitting routine 

and k-MDEV inversion for every frequency including intrinsic activation ssMRE. For comparison, values reported by 

Dittmann et al.4 and Testu et al.5 are shown. Two rheological models, the viscous model and the Kelvin-Voigt model 

(see Table 1 ), were fitted to the SWS data obtained by 1D profile fitting. 
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Group mean SWS values of k-MDEV are mostly lower than those of slope fitting probably 

because of underestimation of values by derivative gradients invoked by the k-MDEV 

inversion3,6. Nevertheless, the order of values in the range of 0.1 m/s consistently 

indicates the very soft brain properties in that ultra-low frequency range.  

The ICC for reproducibility of ssMRE gives values of 0.86 at 5 Hz and 0.71 at 10 Hz. For 

computing the ICC, measurements had to be repeated twice. Our ethics committee 

advised us to focus with test-retest examinations on two novel biomarkers, which we 

chose with 5 and 10 Hz.   

 

Discussion  

The ICC suggests at least good reproducibility of automatic 2D SWS inversion of ssMRE 

values for 5 and 10Hz, which are both outside the range that has been explored in vivo 

so far. Previous work on in vivo wideband MRE of the human brain has demonstrated the 

technical feasibility of using 10Hz as drive frequency in MRE while being compromised in 

that specific frequency range4,5. One possible factor contributing to the failure of other 

inversion techniques for brain MRE at ultra-low wave numbers might be the small wave 

curvature relative to noise7. Therefore, we used profile-based fits as ground truth for the 

adaptation of our k-MDEV inversion. k-MDEV shows good agreement in both the 

phantom studies and the in vivo brain examinations, suggesting that inversion techniques 

are feasible in ultra-low frequency MRE. Direct inversion techniques invoke second-order 

derivative gradients, which are more sensitive to noise and underestimate values in the 

range of low wave numbers as compared with k-MDEV6. This is probably the reason why 

we obtained smaller values by direct inversion in4 than in our present study, while data 

obtained by nonlinear inversion5 showed good agreement with k-MDEV. Nevertheless, 

this preliminary analysis shows the feasibility of noise-robust wave inversion in wideband 

brain MRE when tailored to a wider frequency range from 1 Hz to 40 Hz.  

The results we obtained with conventional drive frequencies of 20 to 40Hz are within the 

range of published results8. However, we note a discrepancy with results published for 

intrinsic activation MRE of the brain9, which are on the order of 2.4kPa. The higher values 
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might reflect the underlying poroelastic interactions modeled in9, while we accounted for 

the effective-medium shear modulus. The speed of the propagating shear waves 

emanating from larger arteries in the circle of Willis are visualized by the animated images 

accompanying this document as well as in the x-t plot shown in Figure 6C of the main 

document. The slope of the propagating wave clearly indicates a wave speed of 

approximately 0.1m/s, corresponding to a very low shear modulus of only 42Pa when the 

elastic model is used.  
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